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"An appealing and inventive novel…original and cathartic." —Dana Kennedy, New York
TimesOn February 16, 1944, Anne Frank recorded in her diary that Peter, whom she at first
disliked and eventually came to love, had confided to her that if he got out alive, he would
reinvent himself entirely. This novel is the story of what might have happened if the boy in hiding
had survived to become a man.Peter arrives in America, the land of self-creation, and passes as
a Christian. Successful in business and rich in love in the boom years of the 1950s, he thrives in
the present, plans for the future, and has no past. But there is a cost to his charade. When The
Diary of a Young Girl is published to worldwide acclaim, it triggers paralyzing memories of his
experiences in the secret annex in Amsterdam. The diary is his story too, and once the floodgate
of memory opens, his life spirals out of control.Based on extensive research of Peter van Pels
and the strange and disturbing life Anne Frank's diary took on after her death, this is a novel
about the memory of death, the death of memory, and the inescapability of the past. Reading
group guide included.

From Publishers WeeklyFeldman (Lucy) pens a deeply affecting, unsettling look into the soul of
a man whose attempts to bury his past cannot prevent it from seeping into his present life. Anne
Frank and Peter van Pels shared an awkward first love in the Amsterdam annex where they lived
in hiding. In Feldman's novel, Peter has emigrated to America and, as he promised Anne he
would do, completely denied his persecution in the Holocaust and his identity as a Jew. The
happiness and safety of his new life confounds him: he has a beautiful wife (who is herself
Jewish), lovely children and a good job. But when his wife begins reading Anne's newly
published diary and later attends the play and the movie, Peter begins to spiral into flashbacks,
paranoia and guilt as he questions who he is and where his responsibilities lie. The true story of
the controversy over the authenticity of the diary and its stage and screen adaptations is woven
into Peter's own struggle with the truth and its consequences, and Feldman convincingly takes
readers into the horrors of the Holocaust and the effects on its survivors. The only thing missing
is a portrayal of Peter's relationship with Anne herself. A psychologically gripping tale, this will
cause readers to think about the price of safety and the complex obligations of memory. Agent,
Emma Sweeney. Author tour. (Apr.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review"An audacious novel . . . whose sensational theme never tarnishes the passion
and delicacy with which Feldman tells her gripping story."― American Heritage"A powerful
testament to the permanence of war’s imprint on the innocent, and how that experience defines
a life forever."― Stephen J Lyons, Chicago Tribune"A deeply affecting, unsettling look into the
soul of a man. . . . A psychologically gripping tale, this will cause readers to think about the price



of safety and the complex obligations of memory."― Publishers Weekly"Engaging and morally
questioning . . . for those who have read only the diary or seen the play or movie, the novel will
prompt them to think about her and a host of larger questions in new ways."― USA Today --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistPeter Van Pels hid in the attic with
Anne Frank and died in the camps just before liberation. But what if he survived, forged a new
identity, and came to the U.S. after the war? Feldman imagines the young immigrant, who denies
his Jewishness and his horrific past, marries, raises a happy family, and succeeds in business.
He reveals his identity to no one, including his Jewish wife, and he never speaks of the
Holocaust cruelty he witnessed. But when the Diary, edited by Otto Frank, is an international
bestseller, followed by the play and the movie, Peter can no longer suppress his survivor guilt,
his fury at the exploitation and cover-ups, and his traumatic breakdown. The fiction is sometimes
far-fetched, especially the perfect wife (even if it is the '50s). But the history will grab the many
devoted readers of the Diary, as will Peter's rage at the falsely uplifting message that "people are
really good at heart." Feldman strips away the reverential veneer to show the secrets and lies.
Hazel RochmanCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorEllen Feldman is the author of the novels
Lucy and The Boy Who Loved Anne Frank. She writes for the American Heritage Web site and is
a sought-after speaker. She lives in New York. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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In memory ofSina Baum1917 – 1958EPIGRAPH“He [Peter] said that after the war he’d make
sure nobody would know he was Jewish.”—The Diary of a Young Girl, by Anne Frank, February
16, 1944“We have records of what happened to all the inhabitants of the secret annex except
Peter.”—A guide on a tour of the Anne Frank House, January 1994CONTENTSCoverTitle
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GuideCopyrightPROLOGUEAugust 13, 1946NOTHING SET HIM APART from the crowd,
except the fact that he did not want to stand out. But you could not tell that by looking at him. All
you saw was a rawboned young man with wolfish eyes, not unlike the mob of young men
shouldering one another in the aftermath of the war and the huckster glare of neon signs and
come-hither marquees. You could tell he was an out-of-towner from the way he was staring up at
the rings of smoke rising from the Camel sign above his head, but that did not make him special.
On a clement summer night, Times Square was full of tourists.It had taken him a year to get
here. That was how long it was, almost to the week, since he had seen that dog-eared copy of
Life magazine with the photo of an American boy in a sailor suit, drunk on President Truman’s
announcement that the Japanese had surrendered, bending a white-uniformed nurse over
backward in an orgasmic kiss of peace. As soon as he saw it, he knew where he was headed.
Here was a country where uniforms were innocent as children’s clothing. Here was a city where
people could shout their joy to the rooftops. Here was a place where love would bend over
backward to meet him.The immaculate halos of American ingenuity continued to rise from the
perfect O of the smoker’s mouth. He knew how they worked, because he had struck up a
friendship with a fellow on the ship’s crew, whom he had pestered with questions all the way
over. The rings were ten feet in diameter and not smoke but steam, collected from the building’s
heating system and stored in a reservoir behind the sign. Every four seconds, a piston-driven
diaphragm forced the steam through the hole. What a country, what a people, to put their genius
to such ends!And now he was one of them. He had come down the gangplank onto the pier that
morning an immigrant, a greenhorn, a displaced person. He had emerged from the customs
shed an hour later, a one-hundred-percent American. And he had not even had to lie. All he had
had to do was keep quiet. He had spent almost twenty-five months, seven hundred and fifty-
three days to be exact, keeping quiet.Shh. Don’t talk. Don’t move. Someone will hear.“It is
necessary to speak softly at all times. Only the language of civilized people may be spoken, thus
no German.”—The Diary of a Young Girl,by Anne Frank,November 17, 1942ONETHE
DOCTOR’S NAME WAS GABOR. Like the Hungarian sisters with all the jewelry and all the
husbands, I told my wife. Zsa Zsa, Eva, and I always forget the third one. I was trying to make a
joke of it. I was trying to be a good sport. You won’t get anywhere with a chip on your shoulder,
they had warned me, though that had been years ago.I had no chip on my shoulder now. I could



not have been more accommodating, as Dr. Gabor held open the door between the waiting
room and his office. He nodded his small head, covered with an oil slick of gleaming black hair,
for me to go ahead of him. I stepped inside.The slats of the Venetian blinds were clenched tight
against the sun-fried afternoon. Shadows swallowed the corners of the room. Beneath the
window, an air conditioner muttered unintelligible threats. Against one wall, a black leather
chaise crouched. I gave it a wide berth and took the chair on the near side of the desk. Dr. Gabor
made his way around it and sat in a larger chair across from me. He was not a big man, a head
shorter than I and thirty pounds lighter, I would guess. I imagined his feet beneath the desk
swinging several inches above the floor, at once jaunty and helpless. I could overwhelm him
easily.He reached for a yellow legal pad and plucked a pen from several stuck in an Etruscan
vase. The desk was as cluttered as a pawnshop. There were the tricks of his trade: the paper
and pen he had reached for, a telephone, half a dozen books with the spines turned toward him,
a clock, also turned toward him. Then there were the curiosities, or perhaps they were just
different tricks of the same trade: a reproduction of Rodin’s Burghers of Calais—strange, in view
of his profession, that he had not opted for The Kiss—several pre-Columbian heads with
hollowed-out eyes and gaping mouths, two African statues, one with a distended stomach and
breasts pendulous as eggplants, the other with a penis like a machine gun. Dr. Gabor had it
trained on me. I wanted to tell him that was not the problem. There was a time when I was afraid
it would be, but not anymore.He leaned back in the chair and looked at me through wire-rimmed
glasses. He had the wide, inane gaze of an owl. It was not reassuring. The other doctors had told
me he was my last hope, this Hungarian gent in his nipped-in-the-waist double-breasted suit that
hinted at long afternoons lost to boulevard cafés and languid hours with those blond creampuffs
who shared his name. The suit could not be an accident. Clothes are the easiest camouflage. I
was dressing like an American, or at least a GI, before I came down the gangplank that August
morning. Perhaps that was the point. Dr. Gabor, who had been here for longer than I, since
several years before the war according to the framed certificates on the wall, was advertising his
connection to the Old World, or perhaps only resisting the vulgarities of the New. I was sure he
would see them as vulgarities.“So, Mr. van Pels,” he said and rocked a little in his big leather
chair, “you have lost your voice.”You have lost your mittens, you naughty kittens, my wife reads to
our daughter.I nodded, though these days I could whisper. For three weeks, I could not do even
that. I could open my mouth, I could form the words, but I could not make a sound. Now I was
capable of a pathetic mewl, weak as a baby’s. No, a baby can howl. You should have heard my
daughter roar when the doctor slapped her into life. Her cry reverberated around the world. I
opened my own mouth to crow in celebration, but the sight of her, swinging by her mucus-
slippery feet, raw and bloody as a piece of meat, stopped the cry in my throat. I imagined her
sliding to the floor and splattering onto the patterned linoleum. I envisioned the doctor giving in
to a giddy urge and my daughter sailing through the air and crashing against the bone-white
wall. My wife doubts my memory of seeing our newborn daughter. She says I could not have
been there. But she was sedated at the time, and I know I am not mistaken. Perhaps I was



lurking just outside the delivery room and caught a glimpse when the door swung open. The
sight of my daughter silenced me then, and something has stolen my voice now. No one can
diagnose what it is.I went to a battery of doctors. They stuck tubes down my throat, and x-rayed
my neck, and pushed, and probed, and asked endless questions. I had to write the answers on a
pad. What do you eat? Everything. How much do you drink? Not much. Do you smoke?They all
asked that, and I told them no. Did you ever smoke? They sounded like the Senate hearings I
keep reading about in the papers. Are you now or have you ever been? Never, I wrote, though I
had tried cigarettes occasionally as a boy. I still like the aroma. For some reason I find it soothing.
But the vicarious pleasure is sufficient. I never acquired the habit. I did not tell them all that.
There was enough to write without the unimportant details.They moved on to the allergies. Are
you allergic to anything? Not that I know of, I wrote on the pad. What about as a boy? Any record
of childhood allergies? No, I scribbled. No record of childhood allergies. No record of childhood.
It was confiscated, burned, bombed out of existence. It was hidden away in a secret place, so
secret I cannot remember it. I did not write that either.“Was the loss gradual?” Dr. Gabor asked
me now. “Did it happen suddenly, or did you feel your voice getting weaker?”“Overnight,” I
croaked. “Literally. I went to sleep with a voice, and got up without one.”“Did anything unusual
happen during the night?”I shook my head no.“What about dreams?”“I do not dream.”He went
on staring at me.“I do not,” I repeated.He leaned farther back in his chair and looked at me over a
long narrow nose that bisected a face flat as the Great Hungarian Plain. “Tell me about yourself,
Mr. van Pels.”“I am a builder by profession,” I whispered. “I have a wife and two daughters, three
and eighteen months. I live in Indian Hills. That is our development, my partner’s and
mine.”Gabor looked up from the pad.“That is all,” I rasped.“Where were you born? I detect a
slight accent.”You detect a slight accent, Doctor? You, with that singsong speech like the
Hungarian flag waving in the wind. I have yet to meet one of your countrymen who can rid
himself of the cadence. My accent gives away less. Not exactly German, people begin when
they are trying to identify me. A hint of Dutch, they guess. You learned British English, not
American, my wife remarked the first time I spoke to her. She says she fell in love with my French
accent, though I tell her it is not as good as she thinks.I may be better at French, Peter, but
you’re much better at English.“Osnabrück,” I whispered.“So you’re German.”“I am an American
citizen.”“German by birth, I mean.”“My father was Dutch. So was his father. I just happen to have
been born in Germany.”“That was when?”“November eighth, 1926,” I told him, though August 13,
1946, would have been closer to the truth.“And you arrived here?”“August thirteenth, 1946.”“So
you were in Germany during the war?”No one will know we’re here. You can’t even see it from
outside.“I was in Europe.”“Are you Jewish, Mr. van Pels?”“Are you, Doctor?”“I am not important.
Merely a tool to help us understand you.”“There is nothing to understand.”“To understand why
you lost your voice. You said you were born in Germany, but were elsewhere in Europe during
the war. That was why I asked if you were Jewish.”“No. But my wife is.”I do not usually tell people
that, but if we were going to talk about what I had been up to in Europe during the war, it seemed
like a good idea. It might also prevent awkwardness somewhere down the line. A few months



ago, the fellow I deal with over at First Mutual asked if I was interested in joining the country club,
then never mentioned it again. I would not have joined in any event, but the fact that since then
he has not been able to meet my eyes when the subject of golf comes up is bad for
business.“Then you were in the army? You would have been . . .”—he glanced down at the
yellow pad—“thirteen when the war began, eighteen by the end.”“I spent most of the war in
Amsterdam.”I could see him thinking as he wrote. What were you doing in Amsterdam, Mr. van
Pels? Rounding up Jews, since you are not one of the chosen people, or just beating the hell out
of Dutch citizens? He was not the only one who wondered. As far as I could see, the suspicions
were the only drawback to not being a Jew. Who, given the recent history of the world, would
have thought there were any?“What about your family? Did they come to this country with
you?”The American ConsulateRotterdamThis is to certify that as of February 10, 1939,
Hermann, Auguste, and Peter van Pels have been placed on the waiting list for emigration to
America.“My parents are dead.”He went on staring at me.“War casualties.” The word was a
sibilant whisper in the gloomy office.“Sisters or brothers?”It will be like having two sisters.It will
be like having two girlfriends—on the premises. Look at him blush, Kerli.“No brothers or
sisters.”“Any surviving relatives?”Did he want a list? Grandpa Aaron arrested after Kristallnacht,
dead before we went into hiding; Aunt Hetty at Auschwitz, Aunt Klara at Sobibor.I shook my
head no.“I’m sorry,” he murmured, and I could see him reconsidering. Whatever I had been up to
during the war, and he was still wondering about that, it had not been all beer and skittles.
Convenient, those Britishisms. From the beginning, they set me apart from the other displaced
persons and greenhorns, greenies, as those who had been here a generation, or even a
decade, called us.“It must have been difficult,” he went on.Difficult. Ah, the words we come up
with to keep the unthinkable at bay. Yes, Doctor, it was difficult. But also, shame to say, useful. If I
had not been alone, I might not be sitting here now. I knew a fellow in the DP camp, a Pole, who
did not lose his entire family in the blink of an eye or even over the course of a year. His wife
survived, and three of his five children. Come to think of it, I knew him before the DP camp, when
he thought he had lost them all. We were living on the outside then, surviving off the land, taking
what we needed where we could.Enough, Peter. We’ve had enough fun for one night. Besides,
the old man has nothing. He sleeps in the barn with his animals.But then he learned that his wife
and three of his children had survived. In the DP camp they had another baby. The rush to
replace in that camp was something to behold. I understood it, but I also knew the facts of life. I
was not going to repeat my father’s mistake at the American Consulate in Rotterdam. A young
healthy man without dependents stood the best chance of getting a visa. Add a wife and you
went down a few notches. Add four children, and you might as well abandon hope. But the Pole
was an operator. He managed to qualify, despite the wife and four children. He managed to get
the whole family as far as the medical exam. That was the one thing no one could finesse. And
that was when they found the spots on his wife’s lungs. I could not imagine why they were
surprised. The real shock was that everyone in the camp did not have lung spots or tuberculosis
or a dozen other diseases and deficiencies. My body was harboring its own memento of those



years when I had been locked away in an attic like a discarded souvenir, living on rotten
potatoes and moldy beans, though I did not know it at the time. But the Pole’s wife had spots.
She told him to go without her. Once the spots cleared up, she would follow with the children. He
said, no dice. He had been perfecting his American slang for months. No dice, they would go as
a family or not at all. Not at all was the outcome. While they were waiting for the spots to
disappear, the authorities closed down the camp and repatriated everybody. Then Uncle Joe
Stalin dropped his curtain, and now the Pole and his wife and four children were stuck in a
communist sinkhole, if they were alive. So you see, Dr. Gabor, there were advantages to having
no one, though it does not do to say so.“What about in this country? Did you have any relatives
when you arrived?”He had signed the sponsorship papers and sent the money, but he had not
asked when I was arriving, and I had not written to tell him. I could barely remember my father’s
brother, the one who had stood higher on the list at the American Consulate in Rotterdam. Uncle
was one more word without a meaning.I shook my head no.“It must have been difficult.” He
repeated the all-purpose word for a world beyond his imagination, but this time he was wrong.
Before America was difficult, if you had to attach a palliative to it. America was, in fact, beer and
skittles.“I was happy to be here.”“Tell me about it.”Where would I begin, Doctor? That first
morning on the pier? I do not think so. I have not told even my wife about that. Or should I try to
explain the unlikely one-in-a-million meeting after it, when I thought the game was up before it
had even begun?“Amsterdam,” the man outside the pier said when he saw the tag on my
suitcase. “Perhaps you knew my father.”We were American residents now, free to go where we
wanted, but still we clung together out of fear, or habit, or suspicion. At least they did. I was in a
hurry to get away. But he had planted himself in front of me, this remnant of my past, though I did
not know that at the time. I had heard of him, but we had never met, and standing face to face on
the pier, I thought he was just another refugee. All over Europe, people were stumbling through
barbed wire, across whole countries, back to bombed-out neighborhoods, asking again and
again. You were in such-and-such camp; did you know so-and-so? Have you any word of this
one? Any news of that one? They studied Red Cross lists, and placed ads in newspapers, and
plagued anyone who would give them the time of day. And the longer they asked the questions,
the more terrified they became of the answers.“Perhaps you knew my father,” the man repeated,
though he must have seen that I was trying to get away from him. “Fritz Pfeffer. He was a dentist
in Amsterdam.”So this was Werner, the son just a year younger than I, whom Pfeffer had had the
sense to get out on a kindertransport to England right after Kristallnacht. I had come halfway
around the world to run into the boy I had spent two years envying. I owed him nothing, not even
information. I suggested he check with the Red Cross.“I already did that. My father died in
Neuengamme. I’m looking for people who knew him while he was alive. After I left.” He dropped
his eyes for a moment, but I would not pity him. He had spent the war in England. “I heard he
went into hiding with a family called Frank,” he said.I told him I knew nothing of a dentist named
Pfeffer or a family called Frank. The truth would have given him no solace. You probably do not
agree, Doctor, but you are not in a position to judge. You do not know the spitefulness of



memories.“There is nothing to tell,” I said to the doctor now. “I came by ship. It docked in New
York. I was, as I said, happy to be here.”“Where did you live when you first arrived? With a
family? At a facility?”Facility. Another anodyne word, but what else could you call the Marseilles?
It was no longer a hotel, despite the carved letters on the façade, only a way station on the grand
tour of misery; a noisy, crumbling layover for old people of forty or fifty, who would never learn to
speak English because they were afraid of the stories they could tell; and children who trembled
when they had to get in line for the dining room or the doctor or the showers; and men and girls
with wary eyes and brittle smiles and a ready answer for every question, a dozen answers, just
tell me which you want to hear. One girl, who had long blond hair she kept running her fingers
through, as if to make sure it was still there, used to give me smiles as thin as the new dimes in
my pocket when we passed in the hall. I smiled back, but I always kept going.Or should I tell you
about the Marseilles tango, Doctor? How could I describe that sorry dance of desperation to
someone like you, with your wall of credentials that would make you an upright, first-rate pillar of
any community? Even if you had seen the dance, you would not have understood the
steps.They stood in front of the map. THIS IS WHAT AMERICA LOOKS LIKE was written in
infantilely large letters above it. A man or woman or child would point to a spot. The gesture was
blind and haphazard, as if they were playing a children’s party game. The other dancers—a wife,
a father, an aged aunt who had a few drops of the same blood pumping from her broken heart—
would follow the advancing finger and come to rest on a dot. Greensboro. Cleveland. Detroit.
Then one of them would take the red or white or blue ribbon attached to the spot between thumb
and forefinger and follow it to the corresponding picture stuck on the wall around the map. That
was when the arguments began. Like all tangos, the one they danced in the Marseilles lobby
was charged with passion.“It looks too much like Lodz.”“What are you talking, it doesn’t look
enough like Lodz.”“There’s too much snow. We’ll freeze to death.”“Look at those palm trees. A
jungle they’re sending us to.”They slid back and forth, pointing at the map, peering at the
pictures, reading omens in the familiarity of a gothic façade, the dulcet sound of a street name,
the contented gaze of a crowd of strangers, until a violinist who had played in a string quartet in
Budapest decided the home of the Philadelphia Orchestra could not be such a terrible place,
and a woman who had never been outside a small village in Romania finally believed the social
worker who promised her there were no Indians in Indianapolis. I knew I had to get out of there,
and not by way of the tango.“I found a room,” I told the doctor.Everyone had said it was
impossible. Had I not heard there was a housing shortage? All over the country people were
living in old army barracks and cars and other people’s porches. One couple had taken up
residence in a department store window in hope someone would take notice and rent them a
flat. But I managed to find a room, a tunnel really, with a single window in front that was on a level
with the sidewalk. It cost nine dollars a month, and I was lucky to get it. I did not even mind the
subterranean view. Late at night or early in the morning, I lay in bed and watched the feet go by.
Occasionally, a pair of high heels with open toes passed. The painted nails winked, and my
imagination sent up a gale-force wind that sucked the oblivious wearer of those not-so-innocent



shoes, hair blowing, clothes flying off, through the window and into my narrow iron bed.“I found a
job. First as a waiter. When I got a driver’s license, I drove a taxi too.”“Very impressive,” Dr. Gabor
said, but he could not resist glancing at the diplomas and certificates that papered his walls, as if
to make sure they were still there.I did not bother to tell him there was nothing impressive about
it. We all held down more than one job. Some went to night school as well, but I did not have the
patience for that. I could not even sit still to read. I tried. I went to the library and took out books.
In that cramped fetid hideaway, books had been our escape. We worked our way through
Goethe and Schiller and Dickens and Thackeray. But in America I no longer needed an escape.
Who would want to escape from the Promised Land? A page or two into those library books, I
would toss them aside, and grab my hat and coat, and pound up the three steps from my
basement room to the real world that was right outside my door, and suddenly within my reach.I
prowled Fulton Street and Borough Hall and Grand Army Plaza, walked the Brooklyn Bridge,
loped up Broadway and down Park Avenue, and crossed from the East River to the Hudson and
back again. I lingered in Prospect and Riverside and Central Parks to spy on young mothers with
toddlers and nurses with big English prams, stopped on the street to watch boys play stickball,
and followed, at discreet distances, elegantly dressed women up Fifth Avenue and down
Madison. Once I climbed to the top of a double-decker bus, because I had read in the paper
they were being replaced by single-deckers, but I was in too much of a hurry for the traffic jams
and the long stops while passengers shuffled off and on and fished in their pockets for coins. If I
was going to ride, I preferred the El. I liked the speed, and the secret glimpses into other
people’s lives. I sat in the jaundiced-lit cars and peered into the windows of Harlem tenements
crowded with children, and Tudor City apartments where women stood over stoves while men
sat reading evening papers, and Brooklyn brownstones where entire families went about their
individual but attached lives in a checkerboard of illuminated squares. Sometimes I sat in the El
as it shrieked and clattered and careened around corners and wanted to open my mouth and let
out the emptiness in a long piercing howl. But even that was better than reading. I had no
patience with stories that were not real or information that I could not use immediately.The
movies were another story. At the movies I could perfect my English. Once, a woman in front of
me called the usher because I was making too much noise murmuring the dialogue a split
second after the actors, but usually I managed to repeat the words under my breath. And at the
movies I was less lonely. The darkness hummed with the nearness of other bodies. The stars
were old friends.I have other photos of movie stars, Peter, if you’d like more to hang over your
bed.“And now you build houses,” Dr. Gabor said. “That’s quite a success story.”I knew what he
was thinking. How had a greenie like me got to a place like this? But I had not taken advantage
of Harry. The idea was mine, but Harry went for it. No one had to twist his arm.“Tell me about
your wife, Mr. van Pels.”Tell me, tell me, he kept insisting. Could the man not hear I had no
voice?“Did you meet here or in Europe?”If you saw her teeth, Doctor, you would not ask that.
They are a testament to a lifetime of pasteurized milk, and fresh vegetables, and expensive
dental care. The first time she smiled at me, I was dazzled. The same with her sister.“I met her



here. She was born here.”“And you say she’s Jewish?”The time will come when we’ll be people
again and not just Jews!I nodded.“Is that a source of friction between you?”He was on to
something there, but the friction was not between us, it was within me. I had never intended to
marry a Jew, I was dead set against it, but a man cannot help where he falls in love.“I married
her.”“So you were attracted to the fact that she was Jewish?”Attracted! It was love at first sight,
but not because she was Jewish. I was besotted, with her, with her sister, with her father, who
could barely hide his pleasure at having another man at the table that first night I began
insinuating myself into the bosom of the family, with her mother, who did not quite trust me. A
shrewd woman, my mother-in-law.“I am sorry, Doctor, but I do not see where this is getting us. I
lost my voice. There are no other problems in my life.” I leaned forward and tapped his desk with
my knuckles. I meant it as a joke. I am not a superstitious man.“Have you ever had an incident of
this sort in the past?” he asked.“I never lost my voice,” I whispered.“Any other health problems
that did not seem to have a physiological origin?”“You mean any psychosomatic illnesses?”He
shrugged his padded linen shoulders.“Shortly after I got here, I developed a tremor in my hands
and legs. The first doctor I went to told me I had a case of institutionitis.”“Pardon me?”Certainly,
Doctor. I do not blame you. The man was a fool, but I went to him because he had a reputation.
Everyone at the Marseilles knew how much he hated Europe. The graveyard of the Jews, he
called it. A man like that was not likely to send anyone, even a gentile, back. That was my
greatest fear. If they could keep you out of the country for illness, could they deport you for the
same reason? I would not be betrayed by my own body.They’ll hear the coughing.Give him more
codeine.Do you want to kill him?If the workers downstairs hear that coughing, we’re all dead.The
possibility had kept me from consulting a doctor for weeks. I lay in bed, the iron frame knocking
against the wall from my trembling, my fear-fogged mind hallucinating other rank-smelling
rooms. Finally I had no choice. I went to the doctor who hated Europe.“He said I was afraid to be
on my own and wanted to go back to the DP camp,” I told Dr. Gabor. “I spent several months in a
camp before I got my visa. He said I wanted people to take care of me. Institutionitis.”That was
how I knew the tremors were not psychosomatic. The last thing I wanted was to be at the mercy
of others.“Did the tremors disappear, or do you still suffer from them?”“They disappeared. After I
went to another doctor. It turned out I had an overactive thyroid.”Dr. Gabor made another note,
then put down his pen and leaned back in the chair again. “Tell me about the night you lost your
voice, Mr. van Pels. Do you remember anything remarkable about it?”I shook my head no.“What
did you do that night?”“I drove home from the office, I played with my daughters, my wife and I
had dinner, we read the paper and watched television, we went to bed. It was just like any other
night.”“The sexual side of your marriage is satisfactory?”“Absolutely.”“You make love how often,
once a month, once a week, more than that?”“More,” I whispered.“Did you make love that night?
The night you lost your voice?”I looked at the African statue he had trained on me. I nodded.“And
you had a satisfactory climax? No dysfunction?”A whiff of debauchery wafted across his
desk.“No dysfunction,” I mumbled.“What about your wife? Did she have an orgasm?”My wife,
Doctor, is none of your goddamn business. Not the suction-cup sweetness of her mouth, or the



arched-back exuberance of her seat, as we would call it if she were riding a horse, or the eerie
wail that always reminds me of the final notes from Bunny Berigan’s trumpet at the end of “I Can’t
Get Started.” She played that song the night she took me out to mend my broken heart. I can still
see her feeding coins into the fat, flashing, all-American jukebox. Sometimes, when that sound
escapes from her now, I wonder if she knew, in her restless virginity, that was the noise she
would make, if she played it for me in promise of things to come. I wonder, Doctor, but it is none
of your fucking business.I nodded again, and kept my hand, which was balled into a fist, behind
me.“And afterward? Was there any disagreement or recrimination?”“Whatever is wrong with my
voice,” I whispered, “has nothing to do with sex.”“I’m just trying to find out what happened that
evening. Did you talk? Did you go to sleep?”“I went to sleep.”“And your wife?”The Burghers of
Calais glowed dully in the dim light. It must have weighed a good ten pounds. The raised arm of
Pierre de Wissant could put out a man’s eye.“She read. She always reads before she falls
asleep.”“Does that bother you?”“Her reading?”“Her reading after you make love?”“Why should
it?”“Some people might perceive it as emotional abandonment.”You call lying in hot sheets that
smell of sex and sweat and laundry soap, nerves humming, children dreaming in the next room,
flank covered, abandonment? Perhaps you have chosen the wrong profession, Doctor. Or
perhaps you have spent too much time in those boulevard cafés.“It does not bother me.”“What
was your wife reading that night?”The question was absurd, but they said he was my only hope. I
tried to picture my wife sitting up in bed, taking the book from the night table, settling back into
the pillows. I tried to see the volume propped on the blue satin border of the electric blanket. It
was not one of the fat, finger-worn paperbound books from her college days that she sometimes
brought to bed. Madame Bovary. Anna Karenina. Thackeray’s book about the colonel. I knew
that one well. We read it the second spring we spent in hiding. The book she was reading that
night was new, fresh off the bookstore shelves or out of its cardboard Book-of-the-Month Club
wrapper. I narrowed my eyes to bring the slick jacket into focus. Bold black letters. A
photograph.“Are you all right?” Gabor asked.“What?”“You just grabbed hold of the chair, as if you
were going to fall.”I told him he was mistaken. I was merely shifting position.“We were talking
about what your wife was reading the night you lost your voice.”“Just a book.”“You don’t
remember what it was?”“Does it matter?”For the first time Gabor smiled. “Probably not. I was
merely curious about her taste.”“She reads everything. But I did not notice what she was reading
that night.”“There is no point in wasting away in mourning, no point in brooding. We have to go on
living, go on building.”—Otto Frank in letter to his brother,March 16, 1946, quoted in TheHidden
Life of Otto Frank by Carol Ann LeeTWOI CAME OUT OF DR. GABOR’S building, a squat
poured-concrete lair of professional offices, into a wall of heat. It thickened the air and turned the
parking lot soft beneath my shoes. As I crossed to the car, I slipped out of my jacket and pulled
off my tie, but left my shirtsleeves buttoned. It is not that I am ashamed. I just see no reason to
flaunt it.“What’s that, Daddy?” my older daughter asks, her small hand hovering over it, afraid to
touch it, dying to put her finger on the spot.“Just something Daddy got when he was little,” I say,
and the answer deflects her. She does not want to think of me as any smaller than I am. She



needs all the height and bulk and substance she can get. She is no fool, my daughter.I had left
the windows open, but the inside of the car was still suffocating. The leather seat burned through
my shirt. The steering wheel stuck to my hands. Only the key that had been in my pocket during
the time I had spent in Dr. Gabor’s office was not hot to the touch.I turned the ignition and
reached for the radio knob. The metal scalded my fingers. Even the announcer’s voice was
overheated, but then I was still tuned in my head to the BBC broadcasters. They had been
unflappable. The Americans were merely smug. Five hundred U.N. planes had bombed North
Korea. The House had repassed the immigration bill, or rather the anti-immigration bill, over
President Truman’s veto. Ninety-seven degrees and no relief in sight.I pulled into the stream of
traffic crawling along Route One. Was there anything remarkable about that night? the doctor
had asked. Everything, Doctor, everything that evening, and the one before it, and the one after
it, and tonight. The shards of sunlight splintering off the hood of the car like diamonds; the signs
throbbing in the heat promising me 26 CENTS A GALLON, and TWO-FOR-ONE, and PARKING
IN THE REAR; the scowling driver who swerves heedlessly in front of me and the one who
waves me ahead with a gesture of noblesse oblige; the towering shade trees along the sun-
dappled access road and the heady smell of fresh-cut grass as I get closer to home. It is all
remarkable, Doctor, and how strange that after everything, it can still break my heart. Or maybe
that is the point.I turned onto Indian Hills Road. My left foot came down on the brake, as my right
foot eased up on the gas. It is a peculiar habit, though I did not know it until my wife pointed it
out. She was not my wife then.“You drive with both feet,” she said in the same tone of fascination
she remarked on the number of languages I spoke or the books I had read before I stopped
reading.“What do you mean?”“Most people move one foot from the gas pedal to the brake. You
keep one foot on each.”I looked down at the floor of the car. Sure enough, I had one polished
brown shoe resting on each pedal.“Did you ever have the feeling that you wanted to go and still
have the feeling that you wanted to stay?” she sang in a parody of Jimmy Durante. She had been
surprised too by my familiarity with American entertainers and movie stars.“It’s a sign of
ambivalence,” she said about my feet.“It’s the way I drive,” I told her, though for a while after that I
tried to use one foot, the way she said everyone else did. But after a week or two, I reverted to
my old habits. I felt safer that way.I was driving with both feet now, and both hands on the wheel.
The speedometer needle trembled between twenty-five and thirty. My partner Harry says if he
were ever going to buy a used car, which God forbid he should have to, he would buy it from me.
Either me or the little old lady who used it only to drive to church on Sundays, he adds, because
he wants me to know he is just teasing. Harry can joke all he wants, but what he does not
understand is how easily accidents happen. Even here. Especially here, where sprinklers fling
rainbows across newly seeded yards, and Windexed picture windows make everyone’s life an
open book, and children pedal bikes, not the black bicycles of burden that swarmed the streets
of Amsterdam until the Germans took those away too, but bikes the colors of the stones in the
jewelry my mother-in-law exacts in loving tribute from my father-in-law, who, like many
businessmen, did well during the war. The children on the bicycles are my worst fear. I imagine



them bouncing off the waxed hood of my Buick. I see them slipping under the whitewall tires.I
turned the car from Algonquin onto Iroquois. The move was instinctive. I could have found my
way home with my eyes closed, were it not for fear of hitting those children. Sometimes when I
drive these roads, I picture the view from above. I look down and see the ranches and Cape
Cods and Colonials laid out on the curving streets, attached to the access road, connected to
the highway, appended to the township, in the county of Middlesex, in the state of New Jersey, in
the country of the United States of America. And I see myself, both feet on the pedals, both
hands on the wheel, driving through it. I see, as Dr. Gabor could not when he asked all those
niggling questions about sex, the forest for the trees.As I turned right onto Seminole, I felt the
familiar flash of panic. The house would not be there. In its place would be smoking ruins. Worse
than that, in its place would be an untroubled expanse of grass and trees. No house ever
existed. I had dreamed it. And in a moment I would wake up and be back in that other world. But
the house was there. I exhaled and turned into the driveway.A blur of blue and white loomed in
my peripheral vision. My left foot came down on the brake. I did not stop short, I merely slowed a
little. I turned my head to see what had caught my eye. Scottie Wiener, face scrubbed, wet hair
slicked to his head, wearing a pair of blue-and-white-striped pajamas that were a couple of sizes
too big, was standing in his yard. He was some distance from the driveway. I would have had to
make a concerted effort to run him down.
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Judy, “Original Description of the Aftermath of a Holocaust Survivor. I could not put this book
down.As a Jew whose family lost all members who remained in Europe (so far as we know), I
have long felt an affinity for such writing. I have known a few people who survived the holocaust
by being hidden, but have never heard or read something which seemed so possibly true.Peter
seems contemptuous of the commercialization of the Anne Frank story - and that makes sense
to me. He denies being a Jew out of fear - that makes sense to me. He points out the
antisemitism of Americans - that rings true. And he describes the mechanism of denial that
allowed so many Jews to believe that they would be safe. It makes me wonder if we can ever
really be safe.I read the one star reviews of this book, as I usually do when I really like
something. I'm always curious about the thoughts and feelings of people with a different outlook.
A reviewer disliked the book because it didn't portray "both sides" and write about "forgiving" the
Germans. That attitude seems to be part of what the book points out - the rush to forgive and
forget that may set the stage for the next genocide, wherever it may be.”

P. Blevins, “very interesting. The Boy Who Loved Anne Frank: A Novel is by Ellen Feldman. This
is an interesting novel but it must definitely be said that it is fiction all the way. It answers a
question of what might it look like if Peter or one of the others in the Annex had lived. How would
they act and what would they do? The idea of this book came from a tour guide at the Annex in
1994 when he told the group he was leading that they had documentation of the deaths of all the
members of the Annex except Peter. In actuality, the Red Cross had identified his number at
Mathausen in 1945 and that he had died on May 5. However, the idea of his having survived
had been born and eventually turned into this book. The book sounds so realistic that if you
didn’t know better, you might think it was true. The book is definitely well-written and easy to
read. Peter, himself, tells the story.On August 13, 1946, a young man stepped off a ship carrying
refugees from Europe to the United States. He got in line with his documents to go through
customs and enter the United States. Since he had no birth certificate or any other
documentation, he had been given a Certificate of Identity in lieu of a passport. Unlike other
documents, this one did not give his religion. Since his name was van Pels and sounded Dutch,
the customs man decided he must be Christian and welcomed him to the US. Peter had heard
the man talk to others who were Jewish and knew he was being treated differently so he did not
tell the man he was Jewish. Since Peter felt only derision and shame at being a Jew and he no
longer believed, he decided to not be Jewish as far as anyone knew. He managed to create a
new person in the place of the old Peter van Pels. It was only years later, after being married and
having two children that Peter began having dreams that he didn’t understand. When his wife
started reading a new book, The Diary of Anne Frank, he completely lost his voice for no
apparent reason. Thus began his work with a psychologist to help him figure out why he had no
voice. Even in talking with Dr. Gabor, Peter never told him who he was and what he might have



done after the war. Peter is having more problems with dreams and flashbacks that he doesn’t
understand. He begins to get more and more confused as does the book. What will Peter end
up doing?”

gammyjill, “Interesting novel.... I recently finished "Anne Frank: Unbound", an anthology about
Anne Frank and her continuing influence on the arts and media today. One of the books
mentioned as being part of this trend was Ellen Feldman's novel, "The Boy Who Loved Anne
Frank: A Novel of Remembering and Forgetting". The book's premise is what if two of the Jews
hiding in the Amsterdam Annex survived, not just one. Feldman's novel supposes that young
Peter van Pels survived as well as Otto Frank.In Feldman's story, van Pels survives his stays in
both Auschwitz and Mauthausen and is able to emigrate to the United States after the war,
sponsored by a distant relative who had emigrated earlier. Van Pets arrives at Ellis Island not
knowing exactly what he wants to do with his life, but knowing that he does not want to live it as a
Jew. After working in a restaurant for a while, he meets a man who is looking for a partner in a
Levitttown-like home building firm. Peter and his (Jewish) partner make a lot of money and Peter
emerges as a successful businessman as well as husband and father. Despite his claim of being
a Protestant Dutch emigrant who just happens to have spent time in Auschwitz (the tattoo on his
left arm gives that away), he falls in love with and marries a young Jewish woman. However, in
the late 1940's, "The Diary of Anne Frank" is published and Peter van Pels' life begins to change.
He still hides who he is but with the book and then a play and a movie out there in the world, his
mind begins to unravel as he remembers things that happened in that Annex attic.Ellen
Feldman's book is a very good read that I think would particularly resound as a choice for a book
club. There are a lot of good discussion points as she brings up our identity as both seen by
ourselves and the world around us.”

Sarah, “Book club choice. A great read”

The book by Ellen Feldman has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 118 people have provided feedback.
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